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This book "offers the most comprehensive approach to the relationship between tissue
structure and function and the physiologic response in the human body. Features:
showcases more than 600 high-quality photomicrographs, electron micrographs and
illustrations, 500 of which are in full color ; emphasize cell biology as the most
fundamental approach to understanding structure and function of tissues and organs ;
clear and comprehsensive explanations of mciroscopic anatomy ; full-color
photomicrographs prepared from new tissue samples feature distinctive labeling that
clearly pinpoints the elements of interest and enhances the didactic nature of the book ;
bonus image library CD-ROM includes all of the photomicrographs and illustratuons in
the book ; medical applications relate histology to pathobiology, diagnosis, and clinical
aspects of disease ; [and much more]." - back cover.
Histology is the study of the microscopic structure of cells, tissues, and organs. It has
often been taught as a matter of memorization. Dr. Van Lommel's approach is based on
the understanding that the microscopic structure of the body has a logic, and the text
and accompanying images are organized to proceed according to a rigorous logic,
expanding from the anatomy and morphology to discuss the functions of the various
kinds of cells, tissues, and organs. The material is thus more interesting and, as an
extension of that, easier to remember. CD-ROM included.
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This user-friendly text and atlas combination is filled with clear explanations, art, and
micrographs to elucidate key concepts and facilitate learning Doody's Core Titles for
2021! For more than four decades, this trusted classic has been considered the handsdown best overview of human tissue structure and function. Accessible yet
comprehensive, Junqueira's Basic Histology provides everything you need to know
about cell biology and histology, integrating the material with that of biochemistry,
immunology, endocrinology, and physiology; it provides an excellent foundation for
subsequent studies in pathology. It covers all tissues, every organ system, organs,
bone and cartilage, blood, skin, and more. Formatted in a way that optimizes the
learning process, Junqueira's explains how to study the structures of cells and tissues;
the cell cytoplasm and nucleus; and the four basic tissue types and their role in the
organ systems. Each chapter includes multiple-choice self-test questions enabling
readers to assess their comprehension of important material; some questions utilizing
clinical vignettes or cases to provide real-world relevance. Junqueira's is written
specifically for students of medicine and other health-related professions, as well as for
advanced undergraduate courses in tissue biology—and there is nothing else like it.
Features: Self-test questions in every chapter Key points and summary tables highlight
key content Clinical correlations presented with each topic Illustrations depict key
aspects of cell biology and histology Electron and light micrographs deliver a definitive
atlas of cell, tissue, and organ structures Valuable appendix explains light microscopy
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stains Lab manual alerts readers to see what they are actually reading about in real-life
patients; enhanced lab manual available online Links to Junqueira micrographs
Combination text and atlas that emphasizes clinical and functional correlates of
histology.
The histology text the medical field turns to first -- authoritative, concise, beautifully
illustrated, and completely up-to-date More than 600 full-color illustrations For more
than three decades, Junquiera's Basic Histology has been unmatched in its ability to
explain the relationship between cell and tissue structure with their function in the
human body. Updated to reflect the latest research in the field and enhanced with more
than 600 full-color illustrations, the thirteenh edition of Junqueira's represents the most
comprehensive and modern approach to understanding medical histology available
anywhere.
HistologyLippincott Williams & Wilkins
This text offers a comprehensive introduction to pathology first by covering fundamental
pathological processes and then addressing the common diseases encountered in
systems pathology. Hundreds of high-quality images illustrate the essential features of
pathology and make it easy to make definitive comparisons to your own lab sample,
while concise captions enable you to quickly and easily understand key points.

Now it its Fifth Edition, this best-selling text and atlas is the perfect text for
medical, health professions, and undergraduate biology students. It combines a
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detailed textbook that emphasizes clinical and functional correlates of histology
with a beautifully illustrated atlas featuring full-color digital micrographs of the
highest quality. This edition includes over 100 new illustrations, more Clinical
Correlation boxes on the histology of common medical conditions, and new
information on the molecular biology of endothelial cell function. Terminology
throughout the text is consistent with Terminologia Anatomica. A powerful
interactive histology atlas CD-ROM for students is included with the book and
features all of the plates found in the text with interactive functionality.
Market: U.S. Medical students (18,750 per year), Physician Assistant students
(2650 per year), Nurse Practitioner students (5500 per year) The new author,
Anthony Mescher has been profiled in Who’s Who in Science and Engineering
and American Men and Women of Science New online learning center will
feature a virtual microscope Now in full-color, including 600 illustrations
It is difficult for a teacher to accept the fact that not all of the information in his or
her field is a necessary part of the armamentarium of the student. This holds for
histologists, and for that matter, pathologists, biochemists, and ophthalmologists.
It may especially hold for those who were trained during exciting periods in the
history of their discipline. In the past two decades, information in every basic
medical science has increased greatly, perhaps exponentially, and the basic
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science curriculum has been compressed to the point where the medical student
can reasonably be expected to acquire only a superficial knowledge of anyone of
these sciences. Hence the information provided must be carefully selected,
effectively presented in retainable doses, and useful for understanding material to
be presented later in the curriculum and for the solution of clinical problems. In
the compact courses of today, the presentation of only enough data to support
basic working concepts of structure and function is appropriate. Additional factual
information consti tutes trivia, which in our opinion interferes with effective
development, reten tion, and use of the concepts. This philosophy has been the
basis for the preparation of this book. Consistent with this philosophy, the text is
brief, and the content has been carefully examined for its appropriateness to the
needs of the medical student.
This atlas provides undergraduate medical students with an understanding of the
histological structures of various tissues and functional correlation. Beginning
with an introduction to histology, microscopy and tissue preparation for
microscopy, the following chapters illustrate histological aspects of different
tissues (epithelial, connective, muscular and nervous), in different systems of the
body. Each chapter concludes with a table summarising the microscopic
structure of organs in the relevant system, and their function. The final chapter
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presents sample histology slides to enhance learning. Highly illustrated with
nearly 340 clinical images and tables, the book also includes multiple choice and
descriptive questions to assist revision. Key points Provides undergraduate
medical students with an understanding of histological structures and functions of
tissues Covers all different tissue types in various systems of the body Includes
sample histology slides to enhance learning Multiple choice and descriptive
questions assist revision
The most authoritative, current, and beautifully illustrated histology text available
NEW clinical vignettes have been added to each chapter Full-color, easy-tounderstand drawings provide just the right level of detail necessary to reinforce
key concepts and facilitate comprehension and retention of text material NEW
chapter-ending multiple-choice questions review must-know material For more
than three decades, Junqueira's Basic Histology has been unmatched in its
ability to explain the function of cell and tissue structure in the human body.
Updated to reflect the latest research in the field, and enhanced with more than
1,000 illustrations, most in full-color, the Fourteenth Edition reflects the most
comprehensive and modern approach to understanding medical histology
available anywhere. This well-regarded classic is distinguished by chapters
focusing on the cytoplasmic and nuclear compartment of the cell, the four basic
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tissues that form the organs, and each organ system. In response to reader
demand, the legends are now concise, stand-alone summaries of the
illustrations. Applauded for its visual appeal, Junqueira’s is enhanced by fullcolor micrographs that comprise a complete atlas of tissue sections. These stateof-the-art micrographs highlight the important features of every tissue and organ
in the human body, while full-color, easy-to-understand drawings provide just the
right level of detail necessary to clarify the text and make learning easier.
Provides students with information on the structure and function of tissues and
organs at the cellular level. Hystophysiologic and clinical information feature at
the beginning of each chapter and thumbnail illustrations have been added to the
legend.
Thoroughly updated to reflect all of the latest concepts and advances in the field,
this concise, extensively illustrated text presents the basic science and clinical
application of cellular and molecular biology. Functioning as a combined text and
atlas, it is essentially two books for the price of one providing a comprehensive,
visually engaging histology education from the ground up. Illustrations, tables,
chapter summaries and multiple choice questions facilitate comprehension of
concepts, and clinical correlations underscore the practical relevance of the
material. Superb illustrations—including photomicrographs, electron micrographs,
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schematic diagrams and drawings—provide a visual grasp and easier retention of
difficult concepts. Clinical correlations throughout the text demonstrate clinical
applications and reinforce the idea that histology is pertinent not only to
pathology and physiology, but in fact comprises one of the essential bases of
clinical practice. New! "Pathological Considerations" section at the end of each
chapter. Helpful tables provide an at-a-glance summary statement of key points.
Bolded key terms, bulleted lists and chapter summaries emphasize the "need to
know" information in every chapter. A combination of USMLE-style questions and
image based questions in each chapter.
This timeless pocket atlas is the ideal visual companion to histology and cytology
textbooks. First published in 1950 and translated into eight languages, Kuehnel's
Pocket Atlas of Cytology, Histology and Microscopic Anatomy is a proven classic.
The fully revised and updated fourth edition contains 745 full-color illustrations almost 200 more than were included in the third edition. Superb, high-quality
microphotographs and pathologic stains are accompanied by legends,
informative texts, and numerous cross-references. Key features of the updated
fourth edition: More than 700 high-quality illustrations using advanced techniques
in histology and electron microscopy Practical, information Concise and focused
text Key concepts and ideas illustrated in less than 550 pages Ideal for exam
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preparation, this world-class book is an indispensable visual study tool for
medical, dental and biology students. It can also serve as an outstanding review
and refresher text.
Praise for the First Edition: "An excellent resource to review fundamental
concepts that craft our understanding of the human body." —The American
Biology Teacher Digital Histology: An Interactive CD Atlas with Review Text
offers a complete introduction to histology with superbly clear and thoroughly
labeled images andillustrations within an elegant navigation structure. While the
printed book provides a handy, consistentlystructured outline for your review of
key issues in thestudy of human histology, the CD-ROM is an inter-active,
annotated digital color atlas of micrographs. Features new to this edition include:
Over 1,200 light and electron microscopic images (almost 500 more images than
in the first edition) that can be superimposed with labels and descriptive legends
New electron micrographs with diagrammatic overlays highlighting structural
features New sections on mitosis and meiosis, which contain stage-by-stage
diagrams detailing structural events A side-by-side diagrammatic comparison of
thestages of mitosis and meiosis Expanded coverage of supporting cells in
nervous tissue; gametogenesis in the male and female reproductive systems;
and hemopoiesis The CD-ROM provides interactive learning on both Mac and
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PC platforms. In addition to its hundreds of new images, this new edition features
a navigational tool that tracks current locations within the contents, as well as
allowing linear and nonlinear access to any screen. It also features randomized
viewing of images, especially helpful to use alongside the self-quizzes. Digital
Histology is an indispensable learning tool for students and teachers in medicine,
histology, human biology, anatomy and physiology, and pathology.
NOTE: Replace this text with the Full Description.
Crisp, bulleted text for quick and easy understanding well-labelled, hand-drawn,
coloured diagrams of histological slides to enable identification Reproduction in
the practical's line diagrams and three-dimensional illustrations with detailed
labelling to further support understanding and retention clinical correlates
throughout the book to build on the importance of histology in the diagnosis and
pathogenesis of diseases key points at the end of each Chapter to assist a quick
revision of the topics.
Atlas of Histology of the Juvenile Rat should be of interest to toxicologic
pathologists, toxicologists, and other biological scientists who are interested in
the histomorphology of juvenile rats. For several decades the laboratory rat has
been used extensively in nonclinical toxicology studies designed to detect
potential human toxicity of drugs, agrochemicals, industrial chemicals, and
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environmental hazards. These studies traditionally have involved young adult rats
that are 8-10 weeks of age as studies are started. It is becoming increasingly
apparent that children and young animals may have different responses to
drug/chemical exposures, therefore, regulatory agencies are emphasizing
toxicology studies in juvenile animals. While the histologic features of organs
from young adult and aged laboratory rats are well known, less is known about
the histologic features of organs from juvenile rats. Final histologic maturity of
many organs is achieved postnatally, thus immature histologic features must be
distinguished from chemical- or drug-related effects. While this postnatal organ
development is known to exist as a general concept, detailed information
regarding postnatal histologic development is not readily available. The Atlas
includes organs that are typically sampled in nonclinical toxicology studies and
presents the histologic features at weekly intervals, starting at birth and extending
through postnatal day 42. Written and edited by highly experienced, boardcertified toxicologic pathologists Includes more than 700 high-resolution
microscopic images from organs that are typically examined in safety
assessment toxicology studies Detailed figure legends and chapter narratives
present the salient features of each organ at each time interval Figures are
available for further study via Elsevier’s Virtual Microscope, which allows viewing
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of microscopic images at higher magnification Valuable resource for toxicologic
pathologists who are confronted with interpretation of lesions in juvenile rats in
situations where age-matched concurrent controls are not available for
comparison, e.g., with unscheduled decedents Figures are available for further
study on ScienceDirect with Virtual Microscope, which allows viewing of
microscopic images at higher magnification
An Introduction to Native North America provides a basic introduction to the
native peoples of North America, including both the United States and Canada. It
covers the history of research, basic prehistory, the European invasion and the
impact of Europeans on Native cultures. Additionally, much of the book is written
from the perspective of the ethnographic present, and the various cultures are
described as they were at the specific times noted in the text. Teaching and
Learning Experiences: Improve Critical Thinking - An Introduction to Native North
America provides internet resources for students to supplement reading material,
and contains an extensive bibliography to aid in their research. Engage Students
- An Introduction to Native North America highlights important individuals in "VIP
Profile" mini-biographies, and contains "Sidelights" throughout the text which
provides short explanations of interesting aspects of native culture. Support
Instructors - Teaching your course just got easier! You can create a Customized
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Text or use our Instructor's Manual, Electronic "MyTest" Test Bank or PowerPoint
Presentation Slides. Plus, An Introduction to Native North America's organization
was designed to be used in conjunction with the Handbook of North American
Indians, published by the Smithsonian Institution.
This best-selling atlas provides medical, dental, allied health, and biology
students with an outstanding collection of histology images for all of the major
tissue classes and body systems. This is a concise lab atlas with relevant text
and consistent format presentation of photomicrograph plates. With a handy
spiral binding that allows ease of use, it features a full-color art program
comprising over 500 high-quality photomicrographs, scanning electron
micrographs, and drawings. Didactic text in each chapter includes an
Introduction, Clinical Correlations, Overview, and Chapter Summary.
The only conbination text/atlas in histology. Now in an updated Fourth Edition, this bestselling text and atlas is a brilliant presentation of histologic descriptions and highresolution, full colour digital micrographs.
This instructor's resource CD-ROM features an interactive atlas of all of the images in
Histology: A Text and Atlas, Fifth Edition, including the atlas plates. The CD-ROM
provides compare and full-screen view modes, zoom, and label rollover and on/off
features, and allows faculty to export all of the images to PowerPoint. Institutional single
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seat and network licenses are available.Windows / Macintosh Compatible
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed by the
Publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the
product. Combining a reader-friendly textbook and a rich, full-color atlas, this bestselling
resource equips medical, dental, health professions, and undergraduate biology and
cell biology students with a comprehensive grasp of the clinical and functional
correlates of histology and a vivid understanding of the structural and functional details
of cells, tissues, and organs. Updated content throughout the text reflects the latest
advances in cellular and molecular biology, accompanied by large, high-resolution
illustrations and full-color photomicrographs that clarify microanatomy in vibrant detail.
Ideal for integrated curriculums as well as standalone histology courses, this proven
approach is accompanied by popular pedagogical features that distill complex
information and help students save time.
Comparative Anatomy and Histology: A Mouse and Human Atlas is aimed at the new
mouse investigator as well as medical and veterinary pathologists who need to expand
their knowledge base into comparative anatomy and histology. It guides the reader
through normal mouse anatomy and histology using direct comparison to the human.
The side by side comparison of mouse and human tissues highlight the unique biology
of the mouse, which has great impact on the validation of mouse models of human
disease. Print + Electronic product - E-book available on Elsevier's Expert Consult
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platform- through a scratch-off pin code inside the print book, customers will be able to
access the full text online, perform quick searches, and download images at
expertconsult.com Offers the first comprehensive source for comparing human and
mouse anatomy and histology through over 600 full-color images, in one reference
work Experts from both human and veterinary fields take readers through each organ
system in a side-by-side comparative approach to anatomy and histology - human
Netter anatomy images along with Netter-style mouse images Enables human and
veterinary pathologists to examine tissue samples with greater accuracy and
confidence Teaches biomedical researchers to examine the histologic changes in their
mutant mice
Combines textual discriptions of histology with telling micrographs usually found in
companion atlases. Lavishly illustrated with over 400 4-color illustrations, this text/atlas
stresses the relationship of tissue structure to function. Features chapter objectives and
chapter summary tables of cell classifications and functions.
This best-selling atlas contains over 900 images and illustrations to help you learn and
review the microstructure of human tissues. The book starts with a section on general
cell structure and replication. Basic tissue types are covered in the following section,
and the third section presents the microstructures of each of the major body systems.
The highest -quality color light micrographs and electron micrograph images are
accompanied by concise text and captions which explain the appearance, function, and
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clinical significance of each image. The accompanying website lets you view all the
images from the atlas with a "virtual microscope", allowing you to view the image at a
variety of pre-set magnifications. Utilizes "virtual microscope" function on the website,
allowing you to see images first in low-powered and then in high powered
magnification. Incorporates new information on histology of bone marrow, male
reproductive system, respiratory system, pancreas, blood, cartilage, muscle types,
staining methods, and more. Uses Color coding at the side of each page to make it
easier to access information quickly and efficiently. Includes access to
www.studentconsult.com, an interactive community center with a wealth of additional
resources!
Take a simple approach to understanding the fundamentals with Wheater's Functional
Histology. Offering concise text accompanied by hundreds of captions and images of
histology slides, this best-selling textbook will equip you with all the must-know
histology information you need to complete your courses and ace your exams. All
(print) purchasers receive the complete, downloadable eBook (via Student Consult) which now includes an all new bank of multiple choice questions to test your
understanding and aid exam preparation. Recognize the microscopic structure of
normal human tissues and how it relates to function with the help of over 900 highquality histology images and illustrations. Master how to apply histology in a clinical
context through coverage of common clinical conditions in each chapter. Access the
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entire contents online at Student Consult, including all of the images, a virtual histolab,
and USMLE-style self-assessment questions and rationales. Gain a rich understanding
of histology through simple, concise text and captions that are thoroughly updated with
the most recent research and new discoveries. All (print) purchasers receive the
complete, downloadable eBook (via Student Consult) - which now includes an all new
bank of multiple choice questions to test your understanding and aid exam preparation.

Now in its seventh edition, Histology: A Text and Atlas is ideal for medical, dental,
health professions, and undergraduate biology and cell biology students. This
best-selling combination text and atlas includes a detailed textbook, which
emphasizes clinical and functional correlates of histology fully supplemented by
vividly informative illustrations and photomicrographs. Separate, superbly
illustrated atlas sections follow almost every chapter and feature large-size, fullcolor digital photomicrographs with labels and accompanied descriptions that
highlight structural and functional details of cells, tissues, and organs. Updated
throughout to reflect the latest advances in the field, this "two in one" text and
atlas features an outstanding art program with all illustrations completely revised
and redrawn as well as a reader-friendly format including red highlighted key
terms, blue clinical text, and folders that cover clinical correlations and functional
considerations. NEW! All illustrations are now completely revised and redrawn for
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a consistent art program. NEW! Histology 101 sections provide students with a
reader-friendly review of essential information covered in the preceding chapters.
NEW! Updated cellular and molecular biology coverage reflects the latest
advances in the field. More than 100 atlas plates that incorporate 435 full-color,
high-resolution photomicrographs. Reader-friendly highlights including red bold
terms, blue clinical text, and folders featuring clinical and functional correlations
that increase student understanding and facilitates efficient study. Easy-tounderstand tables aid students in learning and reviewing information (such as
staining techniques) without having to rely on rote memorization. Features of
cells, tissues, and organs and their functions and locations are presented in easyto-locate, easy-to-review bulleted lists. Additional clinical correlation and
functional consideration folders have been added providing information related to
symptoms, photomicrographs of diseased tissues or organs, short
histopathological descriptions, and molecular basis for clinical intervention.
A comprehensive histology atlas with EXTRAS! The unique Atlas of Histology
with Functional and Clinical Correlations covers fundamental histology topics,
integrates this essential information with clinical considerations, and provides
multiple opportunities for student review. Explanatory text in each chapter
combines with expanded figure legends to provide an atlas that can actually be
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read.
Designed to provide students with a foundation in understanding and interpreting
histologic and cytologic preparations, Color Atlas of Veterinary Histology is a
practical benchside reference focusing on the normal histology of eight common
domestic species. This Third Edition has been revised with new images,
information, and updated terminology throughout. Introductory chapters have
also been expanded to offer more complete coverage of the basic types of
tissues, providing an even more thorough grounding in the principles of histology.
For the first time, the more than 900 photomicrographs are available digitally in
an interactive atlas on CD, offering images available for download with zoom
capability. The new edition of this veterinary-specific histology atlas provides
veterinary and veterinary technician students with an essential pictorial resource
for interpreting histologic preparations.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed
by the Publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. Snell’s Clinical Neuroanatomy, Eighth Edition, equips
medical and health professions students with a complete, clinically oriented
understanding of neuroanatomy. Organized classically by system, this revised
edition reflects the latest clinical approaches to neuroanatomy structures and
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reinforces concepts with enhanced, illustrations, diagnostic images, and surface
anatomy photographs. Each chapter begins with clear objectives and a clinical
case for a practical introduction to key concepts. Throughout the text, Clinical
Notes highlight important clinical considerations.Chapters end with bulleted key
concepts, along with clinical problem solving cases and review questions that test
students’ comprehension and ensure preparation for clinical application.
The most authoritative histology text available -- now in full-color A Doody's Core
Title ESSENTIAL PURCHASE for 2011! For more than three decades,
Junqueira's Basic Histology has been unmatched in its ability to explain the
function of cell and tissue structure in the human body. Updated to reflect the
latest research in the field, and enhanced with more than 1,000 illustrations, most
in full-color, the 12th Edition is the most comprehensive and modern approach to
understanding medical histology available anywhere. Features: NEW full-color
micrographs that comprise a complete atlas of tissue sections highlight the
important features of every tissue and organ in the human body. New full-color,
easy-to-understand drawings provide just the right level of detail necessary to
clarify the text and make learning easier A valuable introductory chapter on
laboratory methods used for the study of tissues, including the most important
types of microscopy A logical organization that features chapters focusing on the
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cytoplasmic and nuclear compartment of the cell, the four basic tissues that form
the organs, and each organ system Expanded legends that accompany each
figure emphasize important points and eliminate the need to jump from image to
text Medical applications explain the clinical relevance of each topic Complete
coverage of every tissue of the body CD-ROM with all the images from the text
Visit www.LangeTextbooks.com to access valuable resources and study aids!
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